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Abstract
This article presents a study of adaptive motion control of smart versatile rehabilitation devices using
MR fluids. The device provides both isometric and isokinetic strength training and is reconfigurable
for several human joints. Adaptive controls are developed to regulate resistance force based on the
prescription of the therapist. Special consideration has been given to the human–machine interaction
in the adaptive control that can modify the behavior of the device to account for strength gains or
muscle fatigue of the human subject.
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INTRODUCTION
In Part 1 of this article, we introduced several prototypes of smart variable resistance exercise
devices (VRED) for physical rehabilitation and discussed the force tracking control (Dong et
al., 2005). In this article, we present the development of adaptive controls for regulating the
joint motion of the patient during resistance exercises for muscle strengthening.

Muscle strengthening with resistance training has been reported to have positive effects on the
recovery of normal physiological functions after neurological or traumatic injuries. A number
of studies have shown that resistance training results in improved mobility, reduced pain, and
improved stability of the elderly (Scarborough et al., 1999; Madsen et al., 2000) and of patients
with knee osteoarthritis (OA) (Fisher et al., 1993) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA) (Vliet
Vlieland, 2003). Resistance training also helps improve function in patients with impaired
motor activity after stroke and in people with cerebral palsy (CP) (Teixeira-Salmela et al.,
1999; Damiano et al., 2000; Dodd et al., 2002; Andrews and Bohannon, 2003). A common
joint disorder, for which resistance exercise is often prescribed, is knee OA. It is estimated to
occur in 10% of adults over 50 (Felson, 1990). Resistance exercise is an effective non-surgical
intervention and is an important component of post-operative management following
arthroscopic treatment or arthroplasty (Creamer and Hochberg, 1997). Studies of people with
knee OA indicate that outcomes may be dependent on the mode of exercise (Topp et al.,
2002; Huang et al., 2003): the isometric and isotonic exercises are suggested for relieving knee
pain, and isokinetic exercise is recommended to increase joint stability and walking endurance.
To reverse quadriceps weakness in patients after total knee arthroplasty, Stevens et al.
(2003) suggested that resistance exercise with biofeedback may be necessary to facilitate
muscle activation. Miyaguchi et al. (2003) found that isometric quadriceps resistance training
results in reduced pain and improved function. They also found significant changes in the
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biochemistry of the knee-joint fluid, which may partially explain the analgesic effect of
resistance exercise. Ide et al. (2003) found that resistance training can improve function in
people with shoulder-joint instability.

The development of variable resistance devices reported in the previous article was motivated
by the length–tension relationship of the skeletal muscle (Gordon et al., 1966). Muscle fibers
change length with the joint angle. Therefore, the force-producing capacity of the muscle
changes across the range of joint motion and is typically the highest in the mid range of joint
motion. Muscle force generation during concentric exercise is also influenced by the
contraction velocity (Hill, 1938). As the contraction velocity increases, the muscle force
decreases. The force during isometric contraction when the muscle length does not change is
higher than the force generated during concentric contraction. Therapists have hypothesized
that optimal exercise for muscle strengthening should have a variable resistance profile through
the range of joint motion that can maximize the strengthening effect without causing damages
to muscle fibers. Current low-cost devices such as cuff weights and bar bells provide constant
resistance through the entire range of joint motion, so exercise with such devices is not optimal.

The VRED is capable of regulating joint motion according to the needs of a particular patient.
It takes muscle mechanics into consideration and adapts to the limb dynamics. In addition, to
accurately regulate the resistance to provide isometric or variable resistance in response to
dynamic muscle contractions, the control algorithms of the VRED can be developed to monitor
the human–machine interaction in real-time and to provide visual feedback of the torque, joint
motion, and velocity. Furthermore, the device can detect the dynamic characteristics of the
patient, such as the muscle fatigue as well as the willingness to exercise, in order to modify
the resistance during an exercise session. The device will allow the therapist to investigate
therapeutic effects of prescribed exercise protocols in the patient’s own home. To realize all
these intelligent functions of the VRED, we need a key element, i.e., an adaptive motion
controller that can learn the dynamics of an individual patient in real-time, and change the
device force output. It should be noted that in this article, we use the words force and torque
interchangeably whenever the meaning is clear.

The article is organized as follows. The following discusses the MR damper, the human muscle
force, and adaptive controls for joint motion regulation. Simulation and experimental results
are presented in the subsequent section. The last section concludes the article.

MODELING AND CONTROL OF THE VRED
For a detailed description of the VRED, the readers are referred to Dong et al. (2005). Here,
we focus on the modeling and adaptive control of the VRED.

We assume that the MR fluid and iron core of the electromagnetic coil operate in the lower
linear range of the B – H curve with the applied magnetic intensity far away from saturation.
This assumption agrees with the conditions under which the rehabilitation exercise is carried
out.

Plant Model
An RL circuit is used to model the MR damper coil (Vaughan and Gamble, 1996; Elmer and
Gentle, 2001),

(1)
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where L is the self-inductance of the coil, R is the resistance of the coil, and u is the applied
input voltage. Based on experimental observations, we assume that resistance R is slowly time-
varying, since the damper temperature varies slightly during exercise, and that self-inductance
L is also slowly time-varying.

Note that the human joint motion during exercise is a repetitive motion. For example, let x
denote the knee angle. It is typically in the range 0° < x< 135° with x = 0° when the knee is
straight. When the knee is flexed, ẋ> 0; when the knee extends, ẋ < 0. Since the resistance
force is always against the motion, we shall only present the modeling and control design for
the flexion when ẋ > 0.

The total resistive force of the MR damper is denoted as f = fτ + fη. The off-state MR damper
force fη without the current input to the coil can be expressed as fη = c1 + c2ẋ, where c1 is a
constant force due to static friction and c2ẋ is the viscous force. The on-state MR damper force
fτ is related to the current in the coil, the number of turns of the coil, the MR damper geometry,
the magnetic flux cross area, and the magnetic induction curve of the material. Here, we adopt
the approximation fτ = c3I, where coefficient c3 is slowly time-varying, and absorbs the effects
of all the above factors. The total force of the MR damper becomes,

(2)

Note that I is always positive in our electric circuit design. We assume that constant c1 can be
measured, and that c2 and c3 are unknown.

The dynamics of the human joint are usually described by a second-order quasi-linear system
(Kearney and Hunter, 1990),

(3)

where m represents the inertia of the limb, c represents the viscosity of the ligaments and
articular surface, k is the elastic stiffness of the ligaments or due to cocontraction, and factive
denotes the contraction force of the muscle group.

We assume that contributions from passive viscosity c and stiffness k of the joint are negligible.
There are many studies of the relationship between the muscle electromyographic (EMG)
signal and resultant muscle force (Wang and Buchanan, 2002; Lloyd and Besier, 2003; Thelen,
2003). The complexity of the models makes it difficult to incorporate them into real-time
controls with microprocessors. Here, we adopt a simple dynamic force model of the muscle as
factive = β(t)h(x) − α̇, where 0 < β(t)≤1, α > 0, h(x) is the isometric force profile, and −α̇ describes
the trend of decreasing muscle force with the increase in velocity (Dudley et al., 1990;
Desplantez et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2000; Desplantez and Goubel, 2002). β(t), known as the
fatigue or intent coefficient, is a slowly varying parameter to compensate for the reduction of
the isometric force after repeated contractions. Equation (3) now reads,

(4)

Note that the isometric force profile h(x) for a patient is measured before exercise as part of
the evaluation of the patient by the physical therapist. It is hence a known function.

Adaptive Control
We consider the control design into three loops: the current loop, the force tracking, and the
joint-motion regulation. The control architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. When designing a
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control for an outer loop, we treat all the inner loops as ideal control systems such that they
are stable with fast and accurate response to command inputs.

CURRENT LOOP—Define the coil current tracking error as eI = I − Id, where Id is the desired
current level in the coil. Denote the estimate of the resistance R as R̂ and that of L as L ̂. The
control voltage is given by

(5)

Substituting Equation (5) to Equation (1), we have

(6)

where R̃ = R̂ − R and L ̃ = L ̂ − L. Under the assumption that R and L are slowly time-varying,
we propose the adaptive law to update the parameter estimation as (Slotine and Li, 1991)

(7)

where η1 and η2 are positive adaptation gains.

Consider a Lyapunov function .

(8)

According to the invariant set theorem (Slotine and Li, 1991), the closed loop current system
is stable and the current tracking error eI will converge to zero as t → ∞.

RESISTIVE FORCE TRACKING—We assume that the closed loop RL network is an ideal
current source. To account for the slowly timevarying and uncertain coefficients c2 and c3 of
the damper force in Equation (2), we consider an adaptive control for force tracking.

Let ĉ2 and ĉ3 denote the estimated values of c2 and c3. The desired resistive force is fr. The
control current for the force tracking is given by

(9)

We denote the force tracking error as ef = fr − f. Substituting control I in Equation (2), we have

(10)

where the parameter estimation errors are c2̃ = ĉ2 − c2 and c3̃ = ĉ3 −c3.

Similarly, we propose the adaptive law to update the parameter estimation as

(11)
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where γ2 and γ3 are positive adaptation gains. Consider another Lyapunov function

.

(12)

According to the invariant set theorem (Slotine and Li, 1991), the force tracking error ef → 0
as t → ∞.

MOTION REGULATION—Let us proceed to the adaptive control design for motion
regulation assuming that the force controller delivers the desired force level quickly and
accurately. Let xr(t) be the desired motion profile and the motion tracking error be e = x − xr.
Define a sliding function s = ė +λe, where λ > 0. Let m ̂, α̂ and β ̂ be the estimates of m, α, and
β, respectively. Going through the steps of sliding mode control (Slotine and Li, 1991), we
arrive at a control force as

(13)

where k>0 is a control gain. Substituting the control to Equation (4), we have

(14)

where m̃= m ̂ − m, α̃ = α̂ − α, and β̃ = β ̂ − β

We would like the parameter estimates to converge to the true values of corresponding
parameters. To achieve this, we apply the composite adaptation law. To prepare for this, we
first multiply both sides of Equation (4) by λf/(p) + λf), where p is the Laplace variable and
λf > 0 is a constant. In real-time implementation, the quantity multiplied by this factor is passed
through a low-pass filter with bandwidth λf. We yield

(15)

where

(16)

Define the predicted value of w as ŵ = mĉv1 + α̂v2 + β ̂v3. The prediction error ew is

(17)

Introduce the vectors Θ = [m, α, β]T, Θ̂ = [mĉ, α̂, β ̂]T, Θ = Θ̂ − Θ, Us = [(ẍr − λė), ẋ, (−h
(x))]T. Equations (14) and (17) are reduced to

(18)

(19)
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Combining the adaptation for motion tracking and for parameter estimation, we obtain the
composite adaptation law as

(20)

where ξ(t) > 1/2 is a weight to balance the effect of tracking error and prediction error, and P
is a symmetric positive definite gain matrix updated by the following equation, according to
the exponentially forgetting algorithm (Slotine and Li, 1991)

(21)

(22)

where φ(t)>0 is a forgetting factor.

Consider a Lyapunov function V = (1/2)[s2 + (1/m) × Θ̃TP−1Θ̃]. We have

(23)

Hence, the system is stable. When V̇ = 0, we must have s = 0, ew = 0, and Θ̃= 0. According to
the invariant set theorem (Slotine and Li, 1991), the motion tracking error e and prediction
error ew will converge to zero, and the estimated parameters will converge to their true values.

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Before we present the simulation and experimental results, we first discuss the hardware and
its limitations. The DC voltage for the MR damper is 0–12 V. The amplifier for the digital
controller has a dead zone of 0.2V and is slightly nonlinear. We model the amplifier by a linear
relationship u = 5:56(uc –0:2) based on experimental data where u > 0 is the applied voltage,
and uc is the corresponding digital command. The current I is measured through the voltage
across a 1 Ω resistor in series with the coil of the damper. The resistive force and flexion angle
reading of the VRED are carefully calibrated.

The angular velocity of the joint is obtained by differentiating a low-pass filtered angle
measurement with 5Hz cut-off frequency. The digital version of the velocity expression is
given by

(24)

The sample frequency of the digital controller is 250 Hz.

The nominal parameters for simulations are as follows: c1 = 15, c2 = 9, c3 = 100, R = 7.5 ) 2
cos(4t), L = 0.15 + 0.05 sin(4t), α =10, β =1, m = 4 and h(x) = 100 + 30 sin(10x). In both
simulations and experiments, adaptive gains are η1 = 500, η2 = 10, γ2 = 10, γ3 = 150 and k =
30. The low-pass filter gains are λ=1, λf = 20 and φ(t) = 1. The composite adaptation weight ξ
(t) = 1. The initial values for the adaptive control in simulations are R̂ = 7.5, L ̂ = 0.15, m ̂ = 6,
α̂= 9, β ̂ = 1.1, ĉ1 = 15, ĉ2 = 6, and ĉ3 = 80. These values are the same for the experiments except
for α̂ = 30 and β ̂ = 1. The initial value of the gain matrix P is [100, 0, 0; 0, 50, 0; 0, 0, 0.1].
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Figure 2 shows the simulated coil current tracking. Figure 3 shows the simulated damper force
tracking. Figure 4 shows the motion regulation together with the online parameter estimation.
The current and force loops perform fast and accurately. The motion control shows good
regulation. The online parameter estimation converges quickly. Note that it is common in the
physical therapy community to express results in terms of the joint angle. Hence, the joint angle
is used in the figures showing the force and motion regulations.

The experimental result of the adaptive current control is shown in Figure 5. The performance
is better than that in the simulation because nominal values of inductance and resistance of the
electromagnetic coil are much more oscillatory in the simulation than in the experiment.

In the force and motion control experiments, a healthy male adult is the subject. The
experimental results of force tracking are shown in Figure 6. The force tracking is fast and
accurate with a small overshoot near the beginning. This may be attributed to the time-delay
of the system. Figure 7 shows the experimental results of the motion regulation of the knee
joint. The muscle force parameters are dynamically predicted online. The experiments are very
satisfactory indeed.

In summary, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the adaptive controls with a set of
chosen control gains and parameters and a limited test on one human subject. Investigations
on the effect of control gains and parameters and the control performance with a diverse group
of patients will be carried out in the future.

CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a study of adaptive motion control of a versatile rehabilitation device with
MR dampers. The coupled model of the human joint and the device is proposed for the control
design. The adaptive control regulates the resistive force of the damper while attaining the
prescribed joint motion profile, effectively deals with uncertainties of the system, and achieves
excellent force- and motion-tracking performance. The VRED will be evaluated in a clinical
setting. Its rehabilitation effectiveness on various patients will be studied in the near future.
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Figure 1.
Configuration of the control system for the versatile rehabilitation device.
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Figure 2.
Simulation of the adaptive current control. Solid line: The reference. Dashed line: The actual
current.
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Figure 3.
Simulation of the adaptive force control. Top: The torque tracking. Solid line: The desired
force. Dashed line: The actual torque. Bottom: The coil voltage input.
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Figure 4.
Simulation of the adaptive joint motion regulation. Solid line: The prescribed motion profile
or the true parameters. Dashed line: The actual motion or the estimated parameters.
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Figure 5.
Experimental results of the adaptive current control. Solid line: The reference. Dashed line:
The actual current output. This figure compares well with Figure 2.
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Figure 6.
Experimental results of the adaptive force control. Top: The force tracking. Solid line: The
desired force. Dashed line: The actual force. Bottom: The coil voltage input.
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Figure 7.
Experimental results of the knee joint motion regulation and parameter estimations. In the top
figure, Solid line: The prescribed joint speed. Dashed line: The actual speed.
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